
MODERNISTIC BAROLO 
Aldo Conterno  |  Gaja  |  Luciano  |   Paolo Scavino  |  Roberto Voerzio  |  Vietti 

 

'The greatest change in Barolo is that the wines are now drinkable young'   
- Gianluca Torrengo, Prunotto winemaker 

 

Modern Barolo is “producing supple wines from riper fruit and aging the wines in small new oak casks. Since 
they are produced from riper fruit, the wines tend to be lower in acidity, and possess a more creamy-textured 
personality with sweeter tannin. Many of these wines are stunning (and delicious at an early age) and have 
deservedly won plaudits from wine critics throughout the world.” - Robert Parker (Aug 1999) 
 

The below bottles are in 750ml unless specified. For order and enquiries, please contact us at (852) 3154 
9570 or Wechat / Whatapp at (852) 6481 0000 or email to info@wineworld.com.hk. Please go to 
www.wineworld.com.hk for our full wine list. 

Aldo Conterno  Strike a balance between traditional and modern orientations. 

 

 

Aldo Conterno Barolo Colonnello DOCG 2008 $830/ btl  |  $810/ btl (6 btls)  BUY 
NOW   

Wine Advocate 95: “The 2008 Barolo Colonnello is impressive. It shows gorgeous richness and depth in its 
focused, energetic fruit. Sweet red berries, flowers and spices are woven together beautifully in the 2008 
Colonnello. The elegant side of Barolo comes through, but with an extra degree of muscle. The oak, 
sometimes noticeable in this bottling, is very well-integrated. Floral notes are woven throughout the finish. 
The Colonnello often gives the impression of being early to mature relative to the estate’s other Baroli, but 
the 2008 is surprisingly powerful and structured. Anticipated maturity: 2018-2033.” - Antonio Galloni (Apr 
2012)  
 

Gaja  Leader of the Nebbiolo revolution 

 

 

Gaja Barolo Dagromis DOCG 2011 $460/ btl  BUY NOW 
Winemaker’s notes: Intense red in color with full aromas, rich with berries and floral notes as well as 
aromas of licorice, dried herbs and spices. This wine has a solid structure on the palate and a rich softness as 
well as a lingering finish.  
 

Luciano Sandrone  Boutique-style winery with choice plot locations produces some of the 
richest, most polished Barolos. 
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Luciano Sandrone Barolo Le Vigne DOCG 2009  
(10 days arrival) 

$665/ btl  BUY NOW 

Wine Advocate 95: “The 2009 Barolo Le Vigne shows class and pedigree with bright fruit tones carefully 
wrapped within the wine’s elegant texture. The purity and the intensity of the wine are exceptional, 
especially when compared to other Barolos from this vintage. The bouquet is polished and long, with pristine 
accents of spice, licorice and anise seed. Made with fruit sourced from various parcels, this wine speaks with 
a strong and confident tone. Anticipated maturity: 2015-2028.” - Monica Larner (Jun 2013) 
 

Paolo Sacvino  Modern style didn’t hide the territory of their wines. 
 

 

 

Paolo Scavino Barolo DOCG 2011   $340/ btl  |  $330/ btl (12 btls)  BUY NOW 
  James Suckling 93: “There's focus and beauty to this full-bodied Barolo with pure fruit, walnut and berry 
character. Round and velvety. Clean finish. Shows wonderful potential. Better in 2018. I like this as much as 
the excellent 2010. 
 

 

 

Paolo Scavino Barolo Bric del Fiasc DOCG 2009 $630/ btl  BUY NOW 
Wine Advocate 92: “The 2009 Barolo Bric del Fiasc is also a mild-mannered wine, but it seems to have 
fared the summer heat with a higher degree of success. Pleasing tones of underbrush, wild berry, white 
truffle and licorice back its dry, firmly polished tannins. The extra class and elegnce on display are 
undeniable. Anticipated maturity: 2015-2025. ” - Monica Larner (Jun 2013) 
 

Roberto Voerzio  Extremely low-yield, stylish and concentrated Barolo. 

 

 

Roberto Voerzio Barolo Rocche dell' Annunziata DOCG    
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Vintage 2008 $1,180/ btl  BUY NOW 
Wine Advocate 96: “The 2008 Barolo Rocche dell’Annunziata/Torriglione impresses for its silky tannins 
and overall textural finesse. It shows striking mid-palate richness and gorgeous inner sweetness to match its 
beautifully delineated, expressive bouquet. Stylistically it is a bit on the masculine side, but very beautiful just 
the same. Layers of flavor build to the huge, dramatic finish. The Rocche presents a very classic aromatic and 
flavor profile backed up by serious heft and structure. It is the sweetest and most seductive of the 2008s. 
Readers will need to be especially patient, though. The Rocche shuts down hard in the glass. It won’t be an 
easy wine, but those who can wait will be handsomely rewarded. Anticipated maturity: 2018-2033.” - 
Antonio Galloni (Apr 2012) 
 
Vintage 2011   $1,260/ btl  BUY NOW 

James suckling 98: This Barolo has an amazing finish that last for minutes. So much white truffle, berry 
and ripe fruit character. Full and savory with a clean finish. Fabulous.” 
 

 
Roberto Voerzio Barolo Brunate DOCG 2005 $1,520/ btl  BUY NOW 

Wine Advocate 95: “The 2005 Barolo Brunate, on the other hand, has begun to come out of its shell and 
is incredibly expressive. Layers of fresh, vibrant Brunate fruit emerge from this dark, sensual Barolo. The 
depth and richness are impressive for a 2005, while the finish is strikingly beautiful. This is shaping up to be 
magnificent. Anticipated maturity: 2015-2030.” - Antonio Galloni (Mar 2010) 
 

Vietti  Modern style with long-term ageing potential 

 

 

Vietti Barolo Brunate DOCG 2009 $960/ btl  BUY NOW 

Wine Advocate 95: “From one of the region’s most celebrated vineyards, the 2009 Barolo Brunate 
lavishes on smoky, granite and mineral notes that make this wine absolutely irresistible. Even the drawing of 
a snail on the label seems to hammer home one obvious point: This wine is built for longer cellar aging. Its 
rich texture, velvety feel and firm structure are guarantees that it will become increasingly elegant and 
finessed with time. Anticipated maturity: 2016-2030.” - Monica Larner (Jun 2013) 
 

FULL WINE LIST 
  Vintage  WA JS Stock Special 

Aldo Conterno Barolo Cicala DOCG 2009 94 92 36 $830  
Aldo Conterno Barolo Colonnello DOCG 2008 95 96 36 $830 / $810 (6btl) 
Aldo Conterno Barolo DOCG 2004 91 - 3 $660  
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Aldo Conterno Barolo DOCG 2009 - - 10 $550  
Aldo Conterno Barolo DOCG *** 2010 - - 58 $530 / $510 (12btl) 
Aldo Conterno Barolo Granbussia Riserva DOCG 2005 95+ 100 36 $2,600  
Aldo Conterno Barolo Granbussia Riserva DOCG 2006 - 95 36 $2,460  
Aldo Conterno Barolo Romirasco DOCG 2009 96 92 36 $1,230  
Gaja Barolo Dagromis DOCG *** 2011 - - 26 $460  
Gaja Conteisa Langhe DOC 2010 97 95 50 $1330 / $1,280 (6btl) 
Gaja Conteisa Langhe DOC 2011 94 95 43 $1200 / $1,160 (6btl) 
Luciano Sandrone Barolo Cannubi Boschis DOCG 2010 97 95 10 $1,160  
Luciano Sandrone Barolo Cannubi Boschis DOCG 2011 95 94 36 $780 / $770 (6btl) 
Luciano Sandrone Barolo Le Vigne DOCG 2011 94 94 60 $710  
Luciano Sandrone Barolo Le Vigne DOCG (10 days arrival) *** 2009 95 94 24 $665  
Paolo Scavino Barolo Bric del Fiasc DOCG 2009 92 92 12 $630  
Paolo Scavino Barolo Bric del Fiasc DOCG 2011 92 94 36 $600  
Paolo Scavino Barolo Cannubi DOCG  2006 94 92 1 $820  
Paolo Scavino Barolo Cannubi DOCG  2008 96 93 1 $790  
Paolo Scavino Barolo Cannubi DOCG  2009 89 96 12 $680  
Paolo Scavino Barolo Cannubi DOCG  2011 92 93 48 $660 / $650 (6btl) 
Paolo Scavino Barolo DOCG *** 2011 - 93 50 $340 / $330 (12btl) 
Paolo Scavino Barolo Riserva Rocche dell Annunziata DOCG *** 2007 95 94 30 $1,260 / $1,220 (6btl) 
Roberto Voerzio Barolo Brunate DOCG 2011 - 97 12 $1,280  
Roberto Voerzio Barolo Brunate DOCG *** 2005 95 - 24 $1,520  
Roberto Voerzio Barolo Cerequio DOCG *** 2004 97 - 12 $1,630  
Roberto Voerzio Barolo Rocche dell' Annunziata DOCG 2008 96 97 24 $1,180  
Roberto Voerzio Barolo Rocche dell' Annunziata DOCG 2011 - 98 18 $1,260  
Roberto Voerzio Barolo Vecchie Viti Dei Capalot e delle Brunate 
Riserva DOCG (1.5L) 2007 96+ 96 3 $2,480  

Vietti Barolo Brunate DOCG 2009 95 94 25 $960  
Vietti Barolo Castiglione DOCG  2011 92 92 23 $420  
Vietti Barolo Villero Riserva DOCG *** 2006 97 93 3 $2,420  
 
All wines subject to final confirmation and on first come first serve basis. Stock is limited. Free delivery for order > 
$3,000. For orders below $3,000, can arrange pick up at Wanchai office (385 Lockhart Road – located 3 minutes away 
from MTR station). Promotion offer last until Sep 30, 2016. 
  

- OFFICE RE-ALLOCATION - 
We are moving to below address starting from 5 Sep 2016.  

For any wine pick up on or after 5 Sept, please kindly visit our new address: 
 

7/F Times Tower, 393 Jaffe Road, Wanchai, HK 
灣仔謝斐道 393 號新時代中心 7 樓 

 

All wine pick up must be pre-arranged, please call our customer service for to arrange. 
 
Regards, 
Wineworld Team 
(852)3154 9570 / 6481 0000 
www.wineworld.com.hk 
www.winedeals.com.hk 
www.wineworldexchange.com 
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If you wish not to receive our wine promotions in the future, please write to unsubscribe @ wineworld .com.hk to remove from our list 
 


